Ganjagrid PVT Configuration Methods
The Ganjagrid is designed to be utilized throughout your plant’s life. Whether you grow in individual containers
or in a vertical farm, your plants can feel vibrations chosen by you starting at germination right through to
harvest/drying/ripening. Here are some typical configurations of how to use Ganjagrid.
Suspension method:
Suspend your Ganjagrid from above using adjustable rope hangers (or similar) so that it can be adjusted
depending on the growers desired canopy height or training methods. For smaller sized Ganjagrids (2x2’s and
below), a chandelier mount connected to a single hanger is acceptable. For all other sizes, a 4-point mount from
each corner is recommended.
Anchored method:
Anchor your Ganjagrid by Locking the Z-Link Extenders into place and form as desired for staking into the
growing media or attaching to the plant’s container. Z-Links are supplied with 2x2’s and below.
Resting method:
Ganjagrid can be placed onto the growing media container if desired with the plants fed through the opening(s).
Once your plant grows to their intended canopy height, adjustable rope hangers (recommended) can be
attached and the Ganjagrid raised to match that height.
Autoflower methods:
Autoflower growers may have techniques that do not allow for multiple plants to be kept under a single large
Ganjagrid. In this case, it is recommended to purchase one GG26W114 or GG36W114 for every four plants.
The Ganjagrid can be hung using the suspension method described above and installing the supplied Z-Link
Extenders out from the perimeter and securing to the stalk of each plant using the supplied twist locks. This
allows the grower the ability to easily detach and move single plants with ease.
Training methods:
Perform your normal LST/HST Bonsai methods securing your plants directly to the grid using the twist locks
supplied (or any other securing wires/ties).
Harvest/Drying methods:
If you are using your Ganjagrid as a scrog, trellis, net or training device, simply ensure your plants are secured
to it using the twist locks supplied (or any other securing wires/ties) and cut the stalks underneath. Then the
Ganjagrid and your plants can be removed together and placed in your drying facility.
Germination/Seedling/Clone methods/Tissue Culture methods:
Simply secure your container of seeds, seedlings, cultures or plants to the Ganjagrid.
See Instructions tab for written details and links to video demonstrations on YouTube.
Note: The Ganjagrid is able to support weight, but these limits have not yet been determined. Therefore, The
Human ConneXion will not warrant any damage from placing items on top of the structure.
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